Welcome in a region which is **unique worldwide** according to its geological evolution.

About **270 eruption centres** tell us the fiery and entertaining story of the origin of the Vulkaneifel. **Geo-museums and numerous other geo-institutions** reveal scientific phenomena, and carefully selected bicycle routes and hiking trails lead to the treasures of a **fascinating landscape**.

In 2000 the Vulkaneifel European Geopark was **one of the four founding members of the European Geoparks**, and **since 2004 our geopark is part of the UNESCO Global Geoparks**. These honours and qualifications are acknowledgment and obligation at the same time. A distinguished goal is the decoding of geoscientific results for interested guests and the sensitization for the necessary protection as well as the careful and sustainable handling of our nature’s heritage. A wide range of activities, in particular for families, grades and kids is offered. Apart from the fascination for the geological past, also nowadays issues such as broad heights, dense forests, clear brooks, delicious meadows and romantic villages inspire our guests in the Vulkaneifel.

---

**27.06.08**

11:30 Arrival in Koblenz, Visit Eifel-Volcanoe-Museum in Daun  
Lunch in Schalkenmehren  
Visit of the information platform Steineberg  
Trip to the Pulvermaar, Gillenfeld  
Guided Tour through the Volcanoe-House Strohn, visit to a lava-bomb  
Short walk to the outcrop “Strohner Märchen”

---

**28.06.08**

Bustrip to Gerolstein, Visit of the “Ice-cave” and the “Millstone-cave”  
Tour to the “Rockeskyller Kopf”  
Visit to a cold-water Geyser in Wallenborn  
Tour to the Mosenberg-Volcanoe-Komplex, hiking tour to the “windsborn”, the only krater lake north of the alps,  
Guided walk  
Tour to the Meerfelder Maar

---

**29.06.08**

Return to Osnabrück or airport

---

Price: 340,- Euro  
All inclusive  
Participants: min. 20, max. 30